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Dog fighting bait dog

When former Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick was convicted on federal charges stemming from a dogfight in 2007, he was sentenced to 10 years in prison. Vick's indictment revealed the torturous abuse of dogs who confront each other and encourage each other to tear each other to shreds in a fight to the death as spectators cheer and gamble with the winner. When the
dogs on Vick's property were not forced to fight, they were kept buried and chained to the buried axles of the car. When they were no longer useful for fighting the organizers, they were wet and electrocuted, hanged, beaten, drowned, shot, punched to the ground or killed in some other ghastly way. Vick's case is one of many – experts estimate tens of thousands of people are
involved in professional dogfights, while hundreds of thousands may be taking part in so-called street fights or informal dogfights. All 50 states now consider participating in dogfights to be a criminal offence. Forced to fight and left to die The dogs most commonly bred for combat are generally known as pit bulls: Staffordshire terriers, American Staffordshire terriers, American
bulldogs and American pit bull terriers. Dogs used for fighting are usually kept in prison or chains (often with heavy eacision chains), and many scoff and starve to trigger extreme survival instincts and encourage aggression. Some fighters train dogs by forcing them to trample water in pools; run on a treadmill while a caged rabbit, cat, chicken or other terrified animal hangs in front
of them; or hang on with your jaws while hanging from a chain of bait with the bait. Many dogs are injected with steroids, and some fighters even sharpen their dogs' teeth, cut off lice (to prevent another dog from getting hooked) and add poison for cockroaches to food so that their fur can taste bad for other dogs. Dogs that win fights are forced to fight again and again and are used
to breed puppies for profit. One dog described as a particularly successful fighter generated $100,000 in stud compensation in one year. Female dogs are tied up in rape stalls to prevent a fight as the males fertilize them. Many dogs that do not fight or who lose fights are used as baits of the animal. What happens in the Dogfights pit where these bloody events take place usually
consists of dirt or a carpeted floor measuring 8 to 16 square meters, surrounded by a wooden enclosure about 3 feet high. The dogs were taken to both ends of the ring and released on command of face your dogs. Sticks are used to curious dogs, which tighten so fiercely that it is not uncommon for dogs to canoe (i.e. bite through their own lips). Dogs are encouraged to fight to
the death, and the fight can last for hours – until both dogs are exhausted and at least one is badly injured or dead. Federal prosecutor revokes case in which one in 18 dogs was found in raid 70 open wounds and missing half his jaw, while another dog's body was 75 percent covered in scar tissue. A Louisiana police officer conducting a dogfight investigation says: When you go
where those fights took place, you'll find several dog corpses or a pit full of blood. The tip of the criminal icebergLike other forms of animal cruelty, dog fighting is often associated with other offences, including illegal gambling, drug-related activities and murder. At a Texas home, three intruders tied up the wife and children of a prominent pit bull breeder and killed him for $100,000
he won at a fight. Another notorious breeder planted directed mines on his property in an attempt to keep people away; land surveyor was injured when one of these devices exploded. A detective told the New York Daily News that you could get more drugs and guns off the street by smashing dog rings than you would break drug rings. Ohio sheriff says almost every dog search
warrant we've made, we've found drugs. Small children are sometimes present in dogfights. The Baltimore Department of Health cites dogfights as a matter of child welfare on its website and warns parents that [c]hildren are exposed to exhibits of extreme brutality, illegal gambling, drugs and weapons associated with these cruel events. What can you do If you suspect that
dogfighting is happening in your neighborhood, contact local law enforcement. Since dogfighters usually keep their dogs chained, you can help deter dogfighters by pushing for an anti-chain ordinance in your community. Exercise does not equal 'training dogs to fight'! Treadmills and springs are not 'dog fighting gear'. Many individuals who own Pit Bulls, as well as owners of other
breeds, use treadmills and spring poles as a means of exercising their dogs. These are humane tools to keep your dog healthy and happy. So, are you saying that bait dogs are a myth? But I knew/ worked with / heard about the rescue that saved the bait dog! Many rescue organizations seem to be quick to signify – if it's cute, beaten and cute, Pit Bull must have been dog bait.....
Right? These are all assumptions that are carelessly and not based on facts. The history of many dogs coming to the rescue is known only partially or not at all. Just because the rescue puts a mark on the dog doesn't mean the tag is correct. Ask for details – you'll often find that details are missing greatly. The same goes for tagging dogs unknown to the history of 'fighting dogs'
when they happen to have a scar or two. Bottom line, if the organization does not know for a fact the history of the dog, they should not tag the dog! In our opinion, the term 'bait dog' should never be used, as it sends the wrong message about pit bulls in general, and propagates mythology. Don't they fight dogs that are mean to humans; Once they taste blood, aren't they
completely unreliable around other dogs and humans? Taste The myth goes something like this: once a dog has fought another dog or killed another animal or otherwise had the opportunity to 'taste the blood', 'taste for blood' will lead it to malice towards other dogs and humans. To get this right - 'tasting' blood won't make your dog mean, or a good fighter. And no, a struggling dog
will not automatically be 'mean' to humans, since aggression directed towards a dog is completely different from aggression directed towards people. The two behavioral problems are not related. ALL dogs can and will fight another dog given the right set of circumstances. In the event of a pit bulls fight, you have dogs that have been repeatedly put in situations that encouraged
and required aggression directed at the dog. Given the whole other set of circumstances, you may never see aggression directed towards a dog in a particular dog. This is one of the reasons why former fighting Pit Bulls can and RADE make wonderful pets and THAT they can even get along with other dogs when properly supervised - change circumstances and change the dog's
behavior! We must drive this point home: aggression directed towards the dog IS NOT equal to aggression directed at humans: a dog fighting other dogs WILL NOT necessarily be mean to humans. There's another important reason why the former fighting Pit Bulls can be big pets. Pit Bulls as a breed should never have been aggressive towards humans! Pit Bulls were bred to
stand out in the pit, but also to be extremely deferent to humans and safe to handle EVEN under duress. Are 'bait dogs' safe to be mixed into new homes while fighting dogs aren't? The bottom line is, each dog should be evaluated on its own merits – the tags mean nothing, and the label does not determine the behavior! Careful assessment of all dogs entering the fostering
program is not only necessary; fighting dog, 'dog bait' or just a dog – good dogs come from all walks of life, and their future should not be set on the basis of the mark with which they are saddled. As recently demonstrated by the extremely successful rescue and placement of some high-profile fighting dogs, former pit dogs can and do flourish in kind, educated and responsible
homes. These dogs prove that the luggage they come with should not be carried for the rest of their lives. In fact, these dogs show how resilient the Pit Bull breed is and how they bounce off bad starts very quickly. Bait dogs and Dog Fighting are animal abuse issues, not Pit Bull Questions! Atrocities committed against dogs in the name of 'dogfighting' are horrific. These dogs are
victims in the purest sense of the word. The breed is irrelevant in these cases. Dogs are exploited, their innate talents abused to the fullest, their true value is stifled and ignored. ______ Download a copy of Tag: What's in the name (See Sidebar) __ in Topeka, Kansas, someone posted a post on a local Facebook page asking for help critically injured five-month-old puppy. The
puppy managed to board the porch and collapsed. At first they couldn't even say it was a dog. Unleashed Pet Rescue responded. Jax, the puppy used for bait. (Photo credit: Releasing pet rescues) A pit bull puppy suffered from life-threatening injuries that included head and neck wounds that were more than likely to be used as bait in a dog fighting ring. The puppy spent two
weeks in intensive care. He was named Jax at some point along the way. Jax, the puppy used for bait. (Photo credit: Releasing pet rescues) One of the veterinary hospital staff remembers that when she first saw Jax, he didn't even look like a puppy. His face was so swollen that he suffered such horrific injuries that you couldn't tell what he was. She knew nothing about him, but
visited Jax daily and made it her mission to give him as much love as she could. Jax, the puppy used for bait. (Photo credit: Releasing pet rescues) Every night she would visit him and sit with him. On her first visit, she recalled him wagging his tail several times. As his condition improved, she would notice that his tail was still a little bit more mushy. Soon she could see his little dog
spirits rising, when she stopped by, and he even started getting these cute little happy puppies. After two weeks, the puppy was released from the emergency center and placed in foster care. Small dogs and puppies like Jax are often used as bait in dog fighting rings. Bait animals are used for training, to test the fighting instinct of another dog. Larger dogs are also used as bait,
except that their mouths are often glued so that they can not fight back and risk injury to the fighting dog. When bait animals have served their purpose, they are killed or released to quietly die alone. Participation is DogFighting is a felony in all fifty states, it is also a felony under federal law as well. So.
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